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Abstract (300 words):
This paper presents the educational approach embedded in research developed within the framework of the Transitional Territories graduation Studio at the Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment. Transitional Territories is a cross-domain research and design studio working on the notion of territory as a constructed project across scales, subjects and media. In particular, the studio focuses on the agency of design in territories at risk between land and water (maritime, riverine, delta landscapes), and the dialectical - or inseparable - relation between nature and culture. At the core of the Delta Urbanism Research Group (Section of Urban Design), the studio is embedded within and supported by the interdisciplinary TU Delft Delta Futures Lab, working in close collaboration with the Faculties of Civil Engineering and Geosciences and Technology, Policy and Management (TUD). Delta Urbanism is an interdisciplinary research program at the Delft University of Technology, which investigates the possibilities to combine flood protection, soil and water management strategies with urban design, landscape design and spatial planning, aiming to improve spatial forms and structures and innovate urban systems in delta regions. By challenging the constrains of disciplinary boundaries as well as the frontiers between research and education, the Transitional Territories Studio explores through cross-
disciplinary knowledge (theory, material practice, technology, landscape urbanism, architecture, art, engineering, design and representation) pathways of inquiry and action by building upon Delta Urbanism research tradition, yet moving beyond conventional methods and concepts. The theoretical discourse to which the studio refers includes notions of critical zones, territorialism, infrastructure space, (landscape) ecology, environmental risk and transition theory. Founded on an interdisciplinary approach, in which designing and engineering disciplines activate innovation in design, technology and governance, the ambition is to develop projects that contribute to the making of more sensible and informed decisions within the fragile context of urban delta landscapes.
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